A Different Kind of Staffing Company
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What is the The Job Post?

A Message from Executive Director Stuart Ray:
You may have used staffing companies before, but The Job Post is different.
At Guiding Light, we believe that an honest day’s work is the 1st step to sustainability. Hundreds of
men come through our doors every year with varying needs, ranging from serious addiction issues to
simply needing a job. Through the years, with donors’ help, Guiding Light has become a champion of
second chances and giving men the tools they need to get back in the workforce in a healthy way.
Our experiences naturally led us to create The Job Post Staffing Co. as a social enterprise, which
exists to serve both men and women in their quest for consistent work and job opportunities. Our goal
is to quickly connect local employers with qualified, eager, pre-screened men and women, so that all
parties may gain a mutual benefit for the health and betterment of society.
Those who use The Job Post as their staffing partner aren’t just helping their businesses, but they’re
also creating a sustainable model of funding for an integral organization, one that helps heal those who
are broken.
In short, the profits we earn from you, the local employer, go directly to Guiding Light.
The Job Post’s approach to staffing partnerships mirrors the values and ideals we embody at
Guiding Light – namely, to serve God and our community with the highest ethical standards. We offer
companies not just the chance of a good staffing partnership, but also one uniquely tied to the welfare
of our region.
We wish you and your employees the very best as you decide how best to move forward with your
business needs.
Blessings to you.
Guiding Light Executive Director Stuart Ray

Why go with The Job Post?
Our goal is to help you solve your staffing needs while also tackling societal needs. We’re a fullservice hiring firm, specializing in full-time and part-time employment. We can also assist direct hiring
and temporary project hiring. We do the hard work of finding qualified workers, so you don’t have to.
The Job Post is accountable for all hires and provides:

•

Responsive customer service

•

Onboarding of new employees

•

Competitive cost structures

•

•

Quick turnaround on job orders

Regular onsite presence and
personnel management

•

Employee retention and
incentive programs

•

Payroll taxes covered, as well
as unemployment and Worker’s
Compensation Insurance costs

•

Transportation services and
logistics for employees

•

Background checks, e-verify,
and drug screening

•

Skills testing, counsel and
support for employees

•

Strong Community Partnerships

How do we find employees?

How do we vet employees?

Because our reputation is growing, we get
applicants approaching us from all over West
Michigan. They’re finding us through social
media, job fairs, the internet and word of mouth.

Applicants need to present valid
identification, employment history,
references and give a self-assessment of
their physical ability, for proper placement.
We interview each applicant face to face to
understand more about what line of work
they would like.

Applicants from Guiding Light’s Back
to Work program
Front door
walk-ins

20%
10%
37%
Referrals from
existing employees
(good old-fashioned
word of mouth)

32%
Job fairs,
online recruiting,
Social media

If there is a felony record, we seek to
know about the nature of the record, and
whether it will inhibit them from performing
in a safe work environment.
After interviews, each applicant is
screened for illegal substances and is
put through a thorough orientation, to
educate them on the practices of The
Job Post and your company. We aim to
find the best people who fit in with your
company’s culture.

Flexible Staffing Options
What do you need?
Only you know what’s best for your business. Hiring a capable crew to keep up with demand can
be difficult. Let The Job Post help you grow your business on your own terms and time frame:

Industries served:

Flexible Staffing Options:

Manufacturing (general
and technical)

•

Short and long term staffing

•

Temp to hire

Customer service

•

Contract

Warehouse

•

Direct hire

Construction
Clerical
and more…

Speed of Placement:
We can staff your positions as fast as you need them, often within one to two days. Once we
understand the kind of help you need, then we can better help you find who you’re looking for. We
can staff your positions as fast as you need them, often within one to two days. Once we understand
the kind of help you need, then we can better help you find who you’re looking for.

Day 4
Day 3
Day 2
Day 1

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Shay
Shay is a single mom from Grand Rapids, who used to work multiple part-time restaurant
jobs. The schedule was inconsistent and childcare was challenging and expensive. Her hope was
to find a steady full-time job instead of several part-time gigs.
During a job fair at the Grand Rapids Urban League, she met a rep from The Job Post.
“I was very upfront about my situation and limitations.”
After filling out the application, passing the drug test and attending an orientation, she
was offered a 3rd shift assembly job, very near her home. “I have to sleep half the day, but this
works out a lot better for my kids and me,” Shay says.
After a few months of placement, the employers recognized her hard work and incredible
attitude and decided to hire her on full-time as an employee. This meant a pay raise and health
benefits for her and her kids. “They’ll also pay for some of my college classes,” she says with a
smile. “My family and friends are very proud of me.”

“My family and friends
are very proud of me.”
—Shay

Male to Female walk-in ratio:
Whereas Guiding Light’s Recovery and
Back-to-Work programs are exclusively for
men, The Job Post is open to both men and
women. Here is what we’ve seen so far in
regards to gender makeup.

Female

20%

Male

80%

“Working with Job Post is and has been a
great experience. We are receiving quality
candidates in a timely manner, and the
service has been exceptionally responsive.
We are delighted with the relationship!”
—Sandi Gabrielse, HR Manager,
Allied Finishing, Inc

Average Length of
Employee Placement
Through The Job Post:
(For 2016 and 2017)

18%
3 months
or more

26%
less than
30 days

56%
1-3 months

Our staffing partners have the option to
permanently hire our employees at any
time. Stable employment is The Job Post’s
ultimate goal for those seeking work.

Zack
Zack lost his girlfriend, his job, and his apartment, all in one week. All but giving up, the
distress drove him to the streets for almost half a year. Knowing that he wanted to pull himself
up, he walked into Guiding Light, where he signed up for their Back to Work program.
“I really want to start saving money again.”
He visited The Job Post office and inquired about employment. After filling out an
application and going through the vetting process, The Job Post offered Zack a position at a local
parts sorting and finishing company. “It’s a good job,” Zack says. “For the time being, this is what I
need to be doing.”
Through Guiding Light’s Back to Work program, Zack is saving 75% of his pay and
hopes to soon purchase an affordable car and find his own place to live.

“The Job Post has done a great job of providing us applicants,
many of whom we’ve permanently hired. They are responsive
and a pleasure to work with.”
—Andy Ribbens, Premier Finishing

We’ve got your back!
We know that running a business is tough.
Every manager and business owner has countless things to think about each day. The
Job Post is here to help you absorb some of the ups and downs that might occur with your
staffing. We want to be an active partner in solving your labor needs.
There are many examples of where The Job Post was able to troubleshoot an occurrence and
make things better.
Here are a couple of case studies of The Job Post helping clients:

Case Study #1: Problem Resolution
Our Lead Recruiter noticed a high turnover rate within a department of a large manufacturer.
While on-site for orientation, he did some fact-finding and discovered employees were
having difficulty with task execution after their initial training. The frustration from this was
leading to increasing turnover. We recommended the company designate a specific team
leader in this area. After implementing the change, the company immediately realized a
reduction in employee confusion.
This subtle change had a positive impact on employee effectiveness and retention.

Case Study #2: Retention Rates
In this tight labor market, companies are competing against each other for the best
employees. To stand out as the preferred employer among job-seekers, The Job Post’s
Employee Engagement Initiatives were vital to attract and retain employees for our clients.
By incentivizing good attendance with monetary bonuses, we’ve seen a noticeably positive
response from our employees, and so have our clients.
“We’ve certainly noticed a difference in attendance as a result of this program. We are
so happy The Job Post does this,” says Rebecca Rozema, Sr. HR Generalist, Spectrum
E-Coat

“Corvac values our relationship with The Job Post.
We’ve worked with many agencies and The Job Post stands
out because of their excellent communication and quality
candidates.”
—Corvac Composites

Continuous Engagement
Improving Retention Rates:
Retaining dependable workers can be difficult. The unemployment rate continues to fall and
companies everywhere are seeing their employees tempted by a constant “grass is greener”
view as they see other jobs available in their community.
The is why The Job Post has developed an incentive program to reward employees for staying
on the job. We give out $100 for every month of perfect attendance. We give out another $100 if
the worker has no more than two absences in 90 days.
Because we check in regularly with our employees, they know they are valued and can reach
out whenever they need us. This helps foster a better collaborative atmosphere for everyone.

Check out our employee feedback numbers:
How satisfied are you with The Job Post?
Very satisfied

How likely are you to refer
someone to The Job Post?

53%
Satisfied

45%

LIKELY!

97%
Unsatisfied

Unlikely

3%

3%
YES!

100%

Is the staff
friendly and helpful?
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